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Just because it’s a tradition, it doesn’t mean that your “something blue” has to be 
something boring. 
 
This good luck charm is said to represent purity, love, and fidelity, but frankly, blue is 
such a pretty color—that’s reason enough to wear it. 
 
We think a bride should pick wedding day jewelry that really lets her personality shine, 
so we’ve gathered some of our favorite pieces to help show off your unique style. 
 
For The Bohemian 
The boho bride is quirky and self-aware, with a glowing spirit and love of laid back 
adventure. If your wedding look is inspired by your flower crown and a love of organic 
details choose a unique piece with a simple, romantic aesthetic and hint of natural 
elements. 
 
For The Spiritual 
Weddings are all about meaningful motifs and moments, and the spiritual bride holds 
romantic symbols in high regard. Choose a delicate piece that features eternity 
symbols, crosses, and classic sapphire accents you can wear well beyond the big day. 
 
For The Maverick 
Think surprising details and an adventurous spirit. The maverick bride rejoices in the 
unexpected, with a fearless attitude and one-of-a-kind style. Choose jewelry that 
reflects that free spirit with original details, unique colorways, and subtle twists on 
classic styles. 
 
The Glamour Girl 
It’s all about unabashed luxury and untamed elegance for the glam bride. She’s well-
traveled, takes pride in the finer things, and isn’t afraid of over-the-top looks. Choose a 
piece that goes all-out with chunky gemstones and oversized shapes guaranteed to 
turn heads. 
 
The Minimalist 



Think simple and stunning details that pack a pint-sized punch. The minimalist bride 
loves essential pieces that go from big day to everyday with ease. Choose jewelry that 
has clean lines, classic materials, and style with staying power. 


